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1. Introduction and motivation
A central co-ordinator wants to allot the maintenance of a tree-like highway network
(such networks are common in coastal regions or in developing countries) among p
service units with equal work capacities, so as to achieve maximum workload balance
among the p units. For the sake of e2ciency, each unit should be in charge of a con-
nected section of the network (that is, a subtree). A similar problem arises for other
kinds of physical networks, such as rail-, pipeline- or telephone-networks. If one as-
sumes that the workload for the maintenance of a subtree is proportional to the length
of the subtree, then the problem consists in cutting the tree into p subtrees whose
lengths di3er as little as possible from each other. There are several di3erent ways
to make the latter statement more precise. For example, one may wish to maximize
the smallest length of a subtree. If one further requires that no road should be split
between two or more units, then it is not hard to see that the above problem can be
formulated as follows.
1.1. Max–min tree partition
Given a node-weighted tree T with n nodes and an integer 16 p6 n, a p-partition
of T is any partition of T into p subtrees (components) resulting from cutting (deleting)
p − 1 edges. Find a p-partition such that the smallest weight of a component is as
large as possible.
An elegant polynomial-time algorithm for MAX–MIN TREE PARTITION was given
by Perl and Schach [4]. Variants of this problem involve the minimization of the largest
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weight of a component [1]; or of the di3erence between the largest and the smallest
weight of a component [5]; or of the sum of the absolute deviations of the component
weights from their mean W=p, where W is the total weight of the tree [3]. It turns
out that the computational complexity of these variants strongly depends on the chosen
objective function.
However, forbidding road-splitting among di3erent units may result in poor workload
balance. In the example of Fig. 1(a), with p=2, the best balance is achieved by placing
the cut as indicated (the number next to each road denotes its length). The lengths of
the two resulting components are 19 and 11, respectively. On the other hand, if road-
splitting is allowed, by placing the cut as shown in Fig. 1(b) one can achieve perfect
balance. Of course, there are cases in which this is impossible even when road-splitting
is allowed (see for example Fig. 2 with p=2).
In any case, if road-splitting is allowed one can always obtain partitions that are
at least as balanced as those achievable when road-splitting is prohibited. Thus one
is led to consider continuous tree partitioning problems, in which the possibility of
placing cuts in the interior of edges is allowed. This class of problems does not seem to
have been investigated in the literature so far. They bear some resemblance, though, to
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continuous location problems on trees, which have been extensively studied by many
authors [6]. In the present paper, we study the continuous tree partitioning prob-
lem in which one has to maximize the smallest length of a component. A
polynomial-time algorithm will be given for the case where the edge-lengths are
rational.
We Hrstly prove the existence of an optimal solution for arbitrary real edge-lengths.
We then consider the case of rational edge-lengths, and establish the result that there
exists an optimal partition with all edge-lengths rational. This provides the theoretical
ground for the reduction of the continuous max–min tree partitioning problem to a dis-
crete max–min partitioning problem on another suitable vertex-weighted tree. The latter
can then be solved by the algorithm of Perl and Schach [7]. However, the reduction
is non-polynomial, and the algorithm is not an e2cient one. We then derive from the
pseudo-polynomial algorithm a polynomial algorithm.
We present the pseudo-polynomial algorithm, as well as the polynomial algorithm
since without it, the derivation of the polynomial algorithm would be very di2cult
to motivate. Also, the process may be applicable to other continuous problems with
a similar structure. Further, a direct proof of the validity of the polynomial algorithm
would probably be very intricate, since the original algorithm in [7] has a non-trivial
proof.
Section 2 contains deHnitions and notation. Section 3 presents a pseudo-polynomial
algorithm for the problem with rational edge-lengths. Section 4 makes the necessary
improvements to give a polynomial algorithm. Section 5 proves the correctness of the
polynomial algorithm. Section 6 considers the complexity.
2. Denitions and notation
A convenient way to model continuous graph partitioning problems is to start from
the notion of joint-and-bar graph (see, for example, [2]) By this we mean a pair
G=(J; E), where J is a Hnite set of circumferences of circles in the plane ( joints)
with the same radius 
, where 
 is a small positive number, and E is a Hnite set of
straight line segments of the plane (bars or edges), such that:
(i) any two di3erent joints have an empty intersection;
(ii) any two di3erent edges have an empty intersection;
(iii) the two endpoints of each edge lie on two di3erent joints.
(iv) for any two di3erent joints, there is at most one edge whose endpoints lie on the
two joints.
One can associate with G an abstract undirected graph whose node-set is J and
where two nodes a and b are adjacent i3 there is an edge whose endpoints lie on
a and b, respectively. Whenever it is needed, we shall identify a joint-and-bar graph
with its associated abstract graph. This allows us to use for G standard graph-theoretic
terms such as path, connectedness, tree, etc. (see for example [4]).
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From now on, we shall assume that the joint-and-bar graph under consideration is
a tree T . The points of T are the points (endpoints or inner points) of its edges.
A dissected tree is a tree T together with a Hnite set of distinguished points of
T (cuts). A marker of a dissected tree is either a cut or an endpoint of some edge.
A tree-segment (or segment for short) is a closed interval s of an edge such that both
endpoints of s are markers, and no inner point of s is a cut. Two markers are kins if
they lie on the same joint. Two distinct segments s and s′ are adjacent if either their
intersection is a cut or if there exists an endpoint of s and an endpoint of s′ that are
kins. A path  is a sequence s1; s2; : : : ; sq of segments, such that si+1 is adjacent to si for
each i=1; : : : ; q− 1. The path  is said to connect s1 and sq. A subtree is a collection
S of segments, such that any two segments of S are connected by a (unique) path
consisting only of segments of S.
A cut c is an inner cut of S if either c is the intersection of two segments of S, or if
there are two adjacent segments s; s′ ∈ S, such that c is an endpoint of s and is a kin of
an endpoint of s′. A subtree having no inner cuts is called a component. If the number
of cuts is p− 1; (p¿1) then the partition has p components. The collection of these
components is called a (connected) p-partition of T -clearly each segment belongs to
a unique component.
For convenience, we shall consider T to be rooted at one leaf, denoted by root, so
that a top–down direction is imposed on the edges. If e=(u; v) is a directed edge,
u is said to be the tail of e and v the head of e. We write u= tail(e); v=head(e).
Terms such as father, son, brother, ancestor, descendant, etc. have their usual meaning:
they may refer both to nodes or to edges. Any node or edge is both an ancestor and
a descendant of itself. A fork is any node with at least two sons. The down-tree of
an edge e is the subtree consisting of all descendants of e (including e). The down-
tree of a node u is the union of the down-trees of the set of edges e such that
u= tail(e).
Similar deHnitions of down-tree hold for the markers and the segments of a dissected
rooted tree. Clearly, every subtree (in particular, every component) inherits the property
of being rooted. The down-component of a marker u is the set of all segments that
belong to the down-tree of u and do not belong to the down-tree of any cut which is
a descendant of u. If r is the unique marker lying on joint root, the down-component
of r is called the top component. The down-component of an edge e (of a segment s)
is the down-component of head(e) (of head(s)). The cut-tree of a dissected rooted tree
D is a rooted tree whose nodes are the p − 1 cuts and r; and which has a directed
edge (c; c′) i3 in D there is a directed path from c to c′ without inner cuts. Clearly
the cut-tree is rooted at r.
A labelled p-partition is a p-partition whose cuts are labelled 1; 2; : : : ; p− 1: It will
often be convenient to think of a p-partition as being labelled. We will assume that
for every edge e the length l(e) of e is a positive rational number. Any point x of
a rooted tree T is uniquely determined by an ordered pair (edge(x), dist(x)), where
edge(x) is the edge containing x and dist(x) is the distance of x from the head(x).
We represent the point x by this pair. Hence a labelled p-partition whose cuts are
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c1; : : : ; cp−1 (where i is the label of ci) can be thought of as a 2× (p− 1) matrix
P =
[
e1 e2 : : : ep−1
d1 d2 : : : dp−1
]
;
where ek =edge(ck) and dk =dist(ck).
Let S be any subtree of a dissected tree. The length of S, denoted by length(S), is
the sum of the lengths of all segments of S.
In this paper, we shall deal with the following problem.
2.1. Continuous max–min partition
Given a joint-and-bar tree T and a positive integer p, Hnd a (connected) p-partition
of T that maximizes the smallest length of a component.
Any such partition will be called optimal. If P is an arbitrary p-partition, we shall
denote by f(P) the smallest length of a component of P. The Hrst question to be
settled concerns the existence of an optimal p-partition. The theorem below provides
an a2rmative answer.
Theorem 2.1. An optimal p-partition always exists.
Proof. Let emax be the maximum length of a leaf-edge, and let  = emax=p. Barring
the trivial case p=1, there is a p-partition P0 such that f(P0)=  (put all p− 1 cuts
on the leaf edge of maximum length). Hence we may restrict ourselves only to those
partitions for which the distance of any two cuts along the same edge is at least  ,
since at least one of these partitions is optimal.
Two (labelled) p-partitions P and P′ will be said to be similar if
(i) ei = e′i for all i=1; : : : ; p− 1;
(ii) if ei = ej then di¡dj if and only if d′i ¡d
′
j .
Clearly, similarity is an equivalence relation, and there are a Hnite number of equiv-
alence classes. Thus, in order to prove the theorem, it will be enough to establish the
following:
Claim. In each equivalence class there exists a p-partition which is optimal over all
partitions in the class.
So, consider any given equivalence class, and choose any p-partition P in the class.
Let I be the set of those 16 i 6 p− 1 such that there is some 16 j 6 p− 1, for
which ei = ej and dj¡di. Among such indexes j, the one for which dj is largest will
be denoted next(i). That is, for i∈ I , next(i) is the label of the cut following the ith
cut along the edge ei in the down-direction. Notice that, in view of (i) and (ii), the
set I and the function next(i) are independent of the chosen partition in the equivalence
class.
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There is a one-to-one correspondence between the partitions
P =
[
e1 : : : ep−1
d1 : : : dp−1
]
in the class and the vectors d=(d1; : : : ; dp−1) belonging to the set
$ ≡ {d ∈ Rp−1: 06 di 6 l(ei); i = 1; : : : ; p− 1;di − dnext(i) ¿  ; i ∈ I}:
This follows from the fact that the vector (e1; : : : ; ep−1) is the same for all partitions
in the class, by (i) above. In view of the above remark, the smallest length of a com-
ponent of a partition in the class is a function %(d) of the vector d corresponding to
the partition. We will show that %(d) is continuous in $.
First of all, let us show that the length of each (directed) segment s of the partition
corresponding to d is a linear function of d. We distinguish four possible cases:
1. The tail of s is a cut, say the ith one, and the head of s is head(ei). Then the length
of s is given simply by di.
2. The tail of s is a cut i and head of s is the cut next(i). Then the length of s is
di − dnext(i):
3. The head of s is a cut i and the tail of s is tail(ei). Then the length of s is l(ei)−di.
4. Segment s coincides with some edge ei. Then the length of s is l(ei).
Let ’0(d) be the length of the top component, and ’i(d) (i=1; : : : ; p) the length of
the down-component of cut i. Then each ’i(d) (i=0; : : : ; p − 1) is a linear function
of d, being the sum of the lengths of a Hnite number of segments.
It follows that %(d)=min{’0(d); ’1(d); : : : ; ’p−1(d)} is a piecewise-linear concave
function, and thus it is continuous in $. But then the function %(d), being continuous
on the compact set $, has a maximum in $ by Weierstrass’ Theorem. This proves the
claim and the theorem.
3. A nonpolynomial algorithm
For the remainder of the paper we will assume that the lengths of all edges are
rational.
In this section an algorithm will be given for solving the CONTINUOUS MAX–MIN
TREE PARTITION problem stated at the end of the previous section. The idea of the
algorithm is quite simple: under the assumption that the edge-lengths are rational, the
above problem is reducible to the “discrete” MAX–MIN TREE PARTITION problem
stated in the introduction. The latter problem is then solved by the algorithm of Perl
and Schach [4]. In spite of the fact that this algorithm is polynomial in n and p, the
resulting algorithm for CONTINUOUS MAX–MIN PARTITIONING is not polynomial,
since the reduction itself is not polynomial.
The reduction relies on Theorems 3.2 and 3.4 below, the main results of this section.
Given a dissected tree, a cut c is said to be an endcut if c is an endpoint of some
edge, and a midcut if c belongs to the interior of some edge. Let P be any given
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p-partition of the tree T , and let q be the number of endcuts of P plus one. One can
associate with P the q-partition PE whose cuts are the endcuts of P. The set of midcuts
of P will be denoted by Midcut(P).
An optimal p-partition is said to be tuned if, for each component C of PE , the mC
midcuts of P that lie within C deHne an optimal (mC + 1)-partition MC of C.
Lemma 3.1. Among the optimal p-partitions of T there is always a tuned one.
Proof. Consider an arbitrary optimal p-partition P∗ (which does exist by Theorem 2.1).
For each component C of P∗E , let mC be the number of midcuts of P
∗ that lie in C,
and let M∗C be the (mC+1)-partition of C deHned by these midcuts. For all C such that
mC ¿ 1, replace the cuts of M∗c by the cuts of an optimal (mC +1)-partition M
′
C of C
(some of the cuts of M ′C may turn out to be endcuts). In this way one obtains a new
p-partition P′ of T . The partition P′ is still optimal, since for every C the length of the
smallest component of M ′C is at least as large as the length of the smallest component
of M∗C . One always has |Midcut(P′)| 6 |Midcut(P∗)|. If strict inequality holds, the
process is restarted with P′ playing the roˆle of P∗. Eventually, after at most p − 1
iterations one obtains an optimal p-partition P such that either (i) Midcut(P)=* or
(ii) P has the same number of midcuts as the immediately preceding partition. In both
cases, P is tuned.
Theorem 3.2. There is an optimal p-partition P of T having the following property:
each component C of PE is subdivided into components of equal length by the midcuts
of P that lie within C.
Proof. Let P be a tuned optimal p-partition of T , which has been shown to exist in
Lemma 3.1. Now, suppose that for some component C of PE for which mC ¿ 1, the
components of an optimal (mC + 1)-partition MC do not have equal lengths.
Let L be the smallest length of a component of MC . Introduce a graph K whose
nodes are the components of MC , and where two nodes are adjacent whenever the
two corresponding components have a common point (such a point is unique and it
coincides with a midcut.) It is easy to show that K is a tree (the component-tree of
MC .) Color a node of K “red” if the length of the corresponding component is L, and
“blue” otherwise. Let -¿0 be su2ciently small, so that if one or more cuts of MC are
shifted by no more than - in either direction along the edges containing them, then
they are still midcuts and do not collide with each other. It su2ces to take -= 14 smin,
where smin is the minimum length of a segment of MC .
Since we are assuming that the components of MC do not have equal lengths, by
connectedness, there is, in the tree K , a red node having a blue neighbour. Let L′¿L
be the length of such a blue component. Shift the midcut separating the red compo-
nent and the blue one towards the latter by .=min{(L′ − L)=2; -}. The shift causes
the length of the red component to become larger than L, while the length of the
blue component remains larger than L. The tree K is left unchanged, except for the
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color-change of one node from red to blue. This process is repeated until all nodes of
K are blue. In this way, one obtains an (mC + 1)-partition of C whose components
have length greater than L. This contradicts the optimality of MC . Hence P does have
the property required in the statement of the theorem.
We have made the assumption that all edge-lengths are rational. Since an optimal
p-partition remains such when all edge-lengths are multiplied by a positive number,
we may assume, without loss of generality, that all edge-lengths are integers.
For k ∈N let N=k be the set of all rational numbers s=k such that s∈N. Let
Qp=
⋃
16k6p N=k.
Lemma 3.3. Let T be a tree with integral edge-lengths. Let P be a p-partition each
of whose components has length a number in N=k. Let ci; i=1; : : : ; p− 1 be the cuts
of the partition. Then dist(ci)∈N=k; i=1; : : : ; p− 1.
Proof. By induction on p. If p=1 there are no cuts, and the result is trivial. Note
for what follows that N=k is closed under addition, and also under subtraction when
the result is non-negative, and it contains the positive integers.
Assume true for all trees cut into ¡p components. Let T be a tree whose edges
have integral lengths and which is cut into p components whose lengths are in N=k. If
all cuts are endcuts, the the result is obvious. Suppose that there is at least one midcut.
Let c be a midcut which has no midcut as descendant, and let it be situated on edge
e=(u; v). All cuts below c are endcuts, and hence if ci is one of these, dist(ci)= 0
or = l(edge(ci)), so that dist(ci) is an integer. Since the edge-lengths are integers, the
down-component of c has length j+dist(c) for some integer j. Since this length is in
N=k, it follows that dist(c) is in N=k. All the other cuts lying on e have the lengths
of their down-components in N=k, and so their distances from u are in N=k. Let c0 be
the cut on e which is closest to u. Then the length of the segment [u; c0] is in N=k.
Therefore, if we delete the down-component of u to obtain tree T ′, then the edges of
T ′ also have integer lengths, and T has the property of the statement of the lemma i3
T ′ has this property. By the inductive hypothesis, each cut a of T ′ has dist(a)∈N=k,
and the result follows.
Theorem 3.4. If all edge-lengths are integers; there is an optimal p-partition such
that the length of each segment belongs to Qp.
Proof. Let P be the optimal p-partition whose existence is guaranteed by Theorem 3.2,
and let C be any component of the associated partition PE . If C has no midcut in its
interior then C can be partitioned into edges and the thesis follows. If C contains
k−1 midcuts then by Theorem 3.2 they divide C into components of equal length
length(C)=k. By Lemma 3.3, the length of every segment of C belongs to N=k.
We are now going to exhibit a (nonpolynomial) reduction from CONTINUOUS
MAX–MIN TREE PARTITION to the MAX–MIN TREE PARTITION problem stated
in the introduction, under the assumption that all edge-lengths be integral.
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3.1. Reduction
Let an instance of CONTINUOUS MAX–MIN TREE PARTITION with integral
edge-lengths be given.
1. Multiply by p! all edge-lengths. Let /(e)=p!l(e) be the scaled length of e, for
each edge e.
(Notice that, as a consequence of Theorem 3:4, after the scaling there is an optimal
p-partition of T whose segments have integral lengths).
2. Assign a zero weight to every node of T .
3. For each edge e of T , insert /(e) nodes with weight one along e.
4. Delete all nodes of degree one or two having zero weight, except for root.
The resulting tree T ′ has O(p!nlmax) nodes, where lmax is the maximum length of
an edge of T . If S is an arbitrary subset of nodes of T ′, we denote by W (S) the sum
of the weights of all nodes in S.
Let Xk be the set of those points x of T such that dist(x)∈N=k; (k =1; 2; : : :).
Let x; y be two points of T . The point y is a descendant of the point x if either
edge(x)= edge(y) and dist(x) ¿ dist(y) or edge(x) =edge(y) and edge(y) is a de-
scendant of edge(x).
Lemma 3.5. There exists a one-to-one correspondence 2 between Xp! and the edge-set
of T ′; such that; for all x; y∈Xp!; y is a descendant of x i< 2(y) is a descendant of
2(x) in T ′. Furthermore; if c1; : : : ; cp−1 belong to Xp! and are the cuts of a p-partition
of T; then the p-partition of T ′ whose cuts are 2(c1); : : : ; 2(cp−1) has the following
property: for i=1; : : : ; p−1 the weight of the down-component of 2(ci) is equal to
the length of the down-component of ci multiplied by p!. A similar property holds
for the root component.
We do not give a proof here, but the construction of 2 is straightforward. We merely
indicate it on the small example of Fig. 3.
Theorem 3.6. If all edge-lengths are integers; CONTINUOUS MAX–MIN TREE
PARTITION is (non-polynomially) reducible to MAX–MIN TREE PARTITION.
Proof. By Theorem 3.4 one does not lose in optimality by looking only at those
p-partitions whose segments have their length in Qp. Consider any such partition P
and any cut c of P. Since dist(c) is the sum of the lengths of some segments, one has
dist(c)∈Qp⊆N=p!. Hence c∈Xp!. The theorem then follows from Lemma 3.5.
As a consequence of the above theorem, one can solve CONTINUOUS MAX–MIN
TREE PARTITION (under the assumption that all edges are integers) by constructing
T ′ as indicated above and then solving the corresponding MAX–MIN TREE PAR-
TITION PROBLEM problem on T ′ by the algorithm of Perl and Schach [7]. We
call this algorithm for the CONTINUOUS MAX–MIN problem the discretized shifting
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algorithm. For future reference, we recall here the algorithm of Perl and Schach, quot-
ing directly from their paper. (The tree T is assumed to be rooted at one of its leaves).
3.2. Shifting algorithm
1. Assign all p−1 cuts to the unique edge incident with the root r.
2. Find the weight Wmin of the current lightest component.
3. Find a shift of a cut c to a son-edge e containing no cuts, maximizing the weight
RDC(c) of the resulting down-component of the shifted cut c.
4. If RDC(c) ¿ Wmin then perform the shift of the cut c to the edge e and return to
step 2.
5. Terminate. The weight Wmin is the weight of the lightest component of the max–min
p-partition obtained.
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Perl and Vishkin [8] have shown that the above algorithm can be implemented, with
a suitable data structure, so as to run in O(np2 + n log n) time.
Since T ′ has O(p!nlmax) nodes, the resulting algorithm for CONTINUOUS MAX–
MIN TREE PARTITION has a time-complexity O(p!nlmax(p2+log2(p!nlmax))). Hence
the algorithm is pseudo-polynomial for every Hxed p.
4. A polynomial algorithm
We will derive a polynomial time algorithm for T from the pseudo-polynomial time
algorithm outlined above. In this introduction, we will outline the main ideas involved
in this process. We shall classify down-shifts in the discretized algorithm as follows:
a down-shift of a cut from edge e to a son-edge g will be said to be of the @rst kind
if the common endpoint j of e and g is a fork; otherwise (that is, if j has outdegree
1) the down-shift is called of the second kind.
1. Induced motion. It is clear that each down-shift of a cut on the discrete tree
T ′ induces a down-shift of the corresponding cut on the continuous tree T , in an
obvious manner, and that an optimal positioning of the cuts in T ′ corresponds to an
optimal partition in T . While the down-shifts of the Hrst kind in the discretized shifting
algorithm are polynomially many, those of the second kind are not, causing ine2ciency
in the discretized algorithm.
2. Concurrence. We eliminate the above mentioned ine2ciency by making several
down-shifts of the second kind at the same time. In the execution of the discretized
shifting algorithm, one can break down long sequences of down-shifts of the second
kind into well-deHned subsequences, which will be called unit cycles. For each unit
cycle, consider the cuts that are down-shifted during the cycle. The corresponding cuts
in T are moved down, in the continuous shifting algorithm, simultaneously, rather
than sequentially. Actually, if a cut in T ′ is down-shifted k times during the unit
cycle, the corresponding cut in T covers a distance k during a single down-shift when
moved.
3. Continuous embedding. Discrete down-shifting of cuts in T , as induced by down-
shifts of the second kind in T ′, is embedded in a continuous down-shifting pro-
cess along T . Continuous down-shifting, however, is interrupted by suitably deHned
“events”, and its e3ect can be fully described in terms of transitions from each event
to the next one. The following metaphor is perhaps appropriate: the continuous shifting
algorithm may be viewed as an “animated movie” whose “photograms” are the discrete
down-shifts of cuts along T . “Snapshots” of the movie are taken at each instant of time
corresponding to an event, and they are enough in order to follow the movie.
4. Simulation. We shall prove the correctness of the continuous down-shifting al-
gorithm by a simulation technique: for any two consecutive events, the stage between
them can be simulated (that is, has the same overall e3ect as an appropriate sequence
of consecutive down-shifts in the discretized shifting algorithm). In this way, the con-
tinuous shifting algorithm inherits its correctness from the discretized one.
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5. Complexity decrease. As previously remarked, down-shifts of the Hrst kind in the
discretized shifting algorithm are polynomially many, and so are the induced down-
shifts along the (continuous) tree T . On the other hand, we shall prove that the total
number of events is bounded by a polynomial in n and p.
Furthermore, in spite of the fact that the number of down-shifts between any two
consecutive events E and E′ may well be pseudo-polynomial, the transition from E to
E′ can be performed in polynomial time. The end result is that the continuous shifting
algorithm has polynomial complexity.
We will now motivate and describe the Continuous Shifting Algorithm. At any
iteration of the discretized shifting algorithm, call a cut c′ active if it is eligible for
down-shifting, that is, if c′ maximizes the weight RDC(c′) of the down-component
resulting from down-shifting c′. Set L=RDC(c). The subgraph induced by the set of
all active cuts is a rooted forest F in the cut-tree. Any connected component of F will
be called a Aeet. Its leaves will be called the front cuts, its root the rear cut, and the
father of its root the pier of the Reet. A cut will be called passive if it is not active
and it is the father of some active cut, that is, it is the pier of some Reet. Finally, a
cut is neutral if it is neither active nor passive.
In Fig. 4, we assume that there are only two Reets. Furthermore, we assume that each
active cut is su2ciently distant from any fork below it, and that the resulting down-
component of every non-active cut is much smaller than L. Under these assumptions,
the down-movement of those cuts that are initially active is shown in Fig. 4 (when
there are ties, we use a bottom-Hrst priority rule for down-shifting). After 14 moves,
all those cuts that were active at the beginning become again active.
Notice that all front cuts 1; 2 and 5 are down-shifted once; cuts 3 and 5 are down-
shifted twice; cut 7 three times; and cut 4 four times. In other words, if one deHnes
the speed sc of active cut c as the number of those descendants of c in the cut-tree
that belong to the same Reet as c (including c itself), then c is down-shifted sc times,
when the frontcut is down-shifted once. It follows from the deHnition that the speed
of c is always equal to 1 + the sum of the speeds of the sons of c that belong to the
same Reet as c.
Let us now examine the e3ect of the down-shifting of the cuts in the tree T ′ on the
corresponding cuts in the tree T .
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Call a cut c in T blocked if c=head(e) for some edge e, and unblocked otherwise.
A down-shift of a cut c in the tree T is an operation which replaces c by another cut
cˆ in the down-tree of c. We will need to consider only two special types of down-
shifts, namely “jumps” and “slides”. A jump of a blocked cut c=head(e) replaces c
by cˆ= tail(g), where g is a son-edge of e. We denote cˆ by jump(c).
Next, let c=(edge(c), dist(c)) be an unblocked cut, and let 0 6 6 6 dist(c). The
slide of c by 6 replaces c by cˆ=(edge(c); dist(c)− 6).
A down-shift of the Hrst kind in the tree T ′ induces, via the mapping 2−1 (see
section 3) a jump in T . One or more successive down-shifts of the second kind of a
cut c′ in T ′ induce a slide of c= 2−1(c′) in T . We deHne a stage consists of either
of a jump or a slide.
When the initial set A′ of active cuts in T ′ is down-shifted to the Hnal set B′ of
cuts, the corresponding sets of cuts in T change from A= 2−1(A′) to B= 2−1(B′). For
the time being, deHne the cuts in A to be active (a deHnition of “active cut” which is
intrinsic to T will be given later). Since the notion of speed depends only on the set of
active cuts and on the cut-tree, and since the latter is invariant under the mapping 2, the
speed of any cut in A is well deHned, and it is equal to the speed of 2(c). The crucial
observation here is that one can go from A to B by simultaneously down-shifting all
cuts in A, each at its own speed. More precisely, each cut c∈A is made to slide by a
distance proportional to its speed. The constant of proportionality, which is the distance
moved by the front cut, is calculated by the algorithm in polynomial time, and at that
stage, the shift of all the cuts in A could be made simultaneously. We can think of this
as skipping over some of the motion through the individual vertices of the discretized
shifting algorithm. Now we deHne the notion of “speed” as that of “speed relative to
the front cuts”. In other words, speed is the ratio of the distance travelled by a cut to
the distance travelled by its front cut. Hence, by deHnition, the speed of the front cuts
of A is 1. We view sliding of cuts in the tree T as a synchronous continuous process
over the length of the tree.
The above considerations suggest a continuous shifting procedure for solving CON-
TINUOUS MAX–MIN PARTITION. The procedure works directly on the tree T and
consists of a Hnite number of stages. Each stage consists either of a single jump or
of one or more concurrent slides. At the beginning of each stage, a set of active
cuts is identiHed. Then terms such as passive, neutral, Reet, pier, and speed are well
deHned.
At each stage, if there is at least one blocked active cut, then one such cut jumps
from the head of its current edge e to the tail of a suitably chosen son-edge g∗ of
e. If, on the other hand, all active cuts are unblocked, then they are simultaneously
and continuously down-shifted, each at its own speed, until an “event” occurs (there
are four di3erent types of events). The procedure is designed in such a way that the
following property holds: if A and B denote the initial set of active cuts and the
Hnal set of down-shifted cuts, respectively, then there exists a sequence of consecutive
down-shifts in the discretized shifting algorithm that changes 2(A) into 2(B). Such a
property is crucial in proving the correctness of the procedure.
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In order to be more speciHc, we need to deHne a notion of resulting down-component
for continuous down-shifts of cuts in the tree T . For each edge e of T , let h(e) be
the length of the down-component of tail(e). The function h(e) can be recursively
computed as follows.
If edge e bears some cut, let f be the Hrst cut along e, that is, the cut at maximum
distance from head(e). Then h(e)= l(e)− dist(f).
If edge e bears no cut and e is a leaf-edge, then h(e)= l(e); otherwise h(e)= l(e)+∑
g∈Son(e) h(g), where Son(e) is the set of all son-edges of e.
We prescribe that a blocked active cut c, when it has to jump, always jumps to
c′= tail(g∗), where h(g∗)= maxg∈Son(e) h(g). (If there are ties choose any such g∗)
We write c′= jump(c). We also say that c jumps over j, the unique joint containing
both c and c′.
The resulting down-component R of an arbitrary cut c is then deHned as follows.
• When c is unblocked, R is equal to the down-component of c.
• When c is blocked, R is equal to the down-component of jump (c). (If edge (c) is
a leaf-edge we set R=*.)
• The length of R will be denoted by RDC(c). When R=* we set RDC(c)= 0. Notice
that if c is blocked and edge (c) is not a leaf-edge then RDC(c)=RDC(jump(c))
by deHnition.
We deHne LARGEST = max{RDC(c): c is a cut}, and SHORTEST = min{DC(c) :
cis a cut}. At the beginning of each stage, a cut c∗ is said to be active if RDC(c∗)=
LARGEST .
If a blocked active cut exists, then one such cut c∗ is replaced by the unblocked cut
c∗∗= jump(c∗).
If all active cuts are unblocked, then they are simultaneously and continuously down-
shifted, each at its own speed, along their edges.
Throughout this sliding process, RDC(c) decreases for all active cuts c, it remains
constant for all neutral cuts c, and it is non-decreasing for all passive cuts c. Further-
more, the value of RDC(c) remains identical for all the active cuts c.
The sliding stage ends when one of the following four types of event occurs:
(1) Some active cut becomes blocked.
(2) Some neutral cut becomes active.
(3) Some passive cut becomes active.
(4) A certain stopping condition is met.
If (4) occurs, then the algorithm halts. In what follows, bi; (i=1; 2; 3) is the mini-
mum distance travelled by one of the front cuts until event i occurs. b4 =LARGEST−
SHORTEST, b= min{b1; b2; b3; b4}. We will give explicit formulae for the bi in the
following proposition.
Prior to the execution of the algorithm, a dummy edge e0 is introduced, whose
head r0 belongs to the root joint. At the beginning of the algorithm, one cut is
placed at r0, while the other (p − 2) unused cuts rest in a “tank”. As soon as the
cut at r0 becomes active, it jumps over root and one unused cut moves from the
tank to r0. When the tank becomes empty, a dummy cut cp is placed at r0. When
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the dummy cut becomes active, it never jumps over root. Hence we shall make
the convention that jump(cp)= cp. (The roˆle of the dummy cut is to enable us to
view the top component as the downcomponent of some cut and thus make calcula-
tions uniform. In particular, the optimality test (SHORTEST ¿ LARGEST) is per-
formed when cp becomes active, that is, when the top component has length equal to
LARGEST).
We state the algorithm followed by statements of its main routines. See Fig. 5 for
an example of the working of the algorithm.
We will use the following notation:
• k is the index of the last cut that has been introduced;
• TOTAL LENGTH is the total length of the tree T ;
• DC(j) is the length of the down-component of the jth cut;
• RDC(j) is the length of the resulting down-component of the jth cut;
• A is the index-set of all active cuts;
• speed(h) is the speed of the hth cut, h∈A;
• father(h) is the index of the father of the hth cut.
Algorithm scheme
1. Perform the INITIALISE routine.
2. Jump Section.
(a) If LARGEST¡SHORTEST, then STOP.
(b) If there is some blocked cut with index in A, then apply the JUMP routine.
(c) If there is no cut at r0, introduce one if fewer than p−1 cuts have previ-
ously been introduced. If p−1 cuts have been introduced, introduce the dummy
cut which remains forever at the root. The down-component and the resulting
down-component of the new cut are always the same and are both equal to
TOPCOMPONENT.
(d) Perform the UPDATE routine.
3. If there is still some blocked cut with index in A; then go to 2 else go to 4.
4. Sliding Section.
(a) If LARGEST=SHORTEST, (that is, b4 = 0), then STOP.
(b) Perform the SLIDING routine.
(c) Perform the UPDATE routine.
5. Go to 2.
Routines used in the algorithm scheme
INITIALISE Routine
Set DC(i), RDC(i) (i=1::p), LARGEST, TOPCOMPONENT equal to
TOTAL LENGTH
Set A= {1} (so c is the only active cut).
JUMP Routine
Choose some blocked cut ch, h∈A, and let ch := jump(ch).
SLIDING Routine
Compute b= min{b1; b2; b3; b4} using Proposition 2:1 below.
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For each h∈A, slide ch by a distance b:speed(h) (where speed(h) is calculated by
the routine below).
UPDATE Routine
Recompute DC(i), RDC(i) (i=1::k), LARGEST := max{RDC(1); : : : ;RDC(k)},
TOPCOMPONENT :=TOTAL LENGTH− DC(1)− : : :− DC(k).
SHORTEST= min{DC(1); : : : ;DC(k)}(SHORTEST=0 as long as some
down-component is empty).
A= {h : 16 h6 k;RDC(h)=LARGEST}.
Remark. The UPDATE in the JUMP section can be shortened since only DC(father(h))
and RDC(h) need updating, and A is also easy to recalculate.
Algorithm for calculating the speed of a cut
for i=1::k do {k is the number of cuts that have been introduced}
begin
speed(i) := 1;
if son(i) =* then
for each j∈ son(i) do
if j∈A then speed(i) := speed(ci) + speed(cj);
endif
end
See Fig. 5 for an example of the working of the algorithm.
We now give explicit expressions for the four bottlenecks. Let Active, Passive,
Neutral, and Cut denote the sets of all active, passive, neutral, and arbitrary cuts,
respectively, at the beginning of the stage. Let
Lc= length of the maximum resulting down-component of cut c at the beginning
of the stage;
MAXNEUTR= max{Lc : c∈Neutral}(¡ LARGEST ).
For any unblocked passive cut c, let
ASc= set of all active sons of c in the cut-tree;
Sc=
∑
q∈ASc sq, where sq is the speed of q;
Finally, for any blocked passive cut c and for any son-edge g of edge(c), let
ASc(g)= set of all active sons of c in the down-tree of g and let
Sc(g) =
∑
q∈ASc(g)
sq:
Proposition 4.1. One has
b1 = min
{
dist(c to the next marker (= cut or joint))
sc
: c ∈ Active
}
; (1)
b2 = LARGEST −MAXNEUTR; (2)
b3 = min{@c: c ∈ Passive}; (3)
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Fig. 5. Working of the continuous shifting algorithm. p = 5.
b4 = LARGEST − SHORTEST; (4)
where
@c =
LARGEST − Lc
1 + Sc
; ∀ unblocked passive c (5)
= min
{
LARGEST − h(g)
1 + Sc(g)
: g ∈ Son(edge(e))
}
; ∀ blocked passive c: (6)
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Fig. 5. (Continued).
Proof. In any stage, let t be the distance travelled by the front cuts (t=0 at the
beginning of the stage) the length of the resulting down-component of a cut c is given
by
• LARGEST−t, for all c∈Active;
• Lc, for all c∈Neutral;
• Lc + Sct, for all unblocked c∈Passive:
• max{h(g) + Sc(g)t; g∈ Son(edge(c))}, for all blocked c∈Passive.
Moreover, if the active cut c slides along e=edge(c), then when its front cut has
slid a distance t, its distance from head(e) is given by dist(c)− sct.
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The bottleneck b1 is the smallest t for which such distance becomes zero. Hence
(1) holds.
The bottleneck b2 is the solution to the equation (in the unknown t)
LARGEST− t = MAXNEUTR:
Hence (2) holds.
Similarly, b4 is the solution to
LARGEST− t = SHORTEST:
Hence (4) holds.
Finally, for every c∈Passive deHne @c to be the distance travelled by all the active
sons of c from the beginning of the stage to the Hrst occurrence of the event “c
becomes active”.
First of all, (3) holds.
If c is any unblocked passive cut, then @c is the unique solution to the equation
LARGEST− t = Lc + Sct:
Hence (6) holds.
If c is any blocked passive cut, then @c is a solution to the nonlinear equation
LARGEST− t = max{h(g) + Sc(g)t: g ∈ Son((edge)(c))}:
One can check that the unique solution to this equation is given by
@c = min{-c(g) : g ∈ Son(edge(c))};
where -c(g) is the unique solution to the equation
LARGEST− t = h(g) + Sc(g)t;
that is,
-c(g) =
LARGEST− h(g)
1 + Sc(g)
:
Hence (5) holds.
Notice that b1; b2 and b3 are always positive, while b4 is always non-negative.
5. Correctness of the continuous shifting algorithm
In the present section we shall prove that, under the assumption that all edge-lengths
are rational, the continuous shifting algorithm is correct. The basic proof technique
that will be used is simulation: we show that each stage of the execution of the
continuous shifting algorithm can be simulated by a sequence of consecutive moves of
the discretized shifting algorithm.
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Before proving the correctness of the algorithm, we need to introduce some further
notation and deHnitions. Throughout this section in order to avoid ambiguities, we shall
use lower-case letters to denote sets and functions referring to the tree T (for example,
active, dc(c), head(c); : : :) and upper-case letters for T ′ (for example, ACTIVE, DC(c′),
HEAD(c′); : : :).
A cut c′ in T ′ will be said to be blocked if HEAD(c′) is a fork or a leaf, and
unblocked otherwise, that is, if HEAD(c′) has outdegree one. We shall never need to
consider blocked cuts whose head is a leaf. Clearly, a cut c in T is blocked i3 2(c)
is blocked in T ′.
An important roˆle in our discussion will be played by the notion of unit cycle. This
term identiHes a special sequence of consecutive down-shifts of the second kind in T ′:
an example is given by the 14 moves of Fig. 4. A formal description of a unit cycle
is given below.
A prerequisite for a unit cycle to start is that at the beginning all cuts to be down-
shifted are unblocked and active. Let L¿1 be the common weight of the resulting
down-components of these cuts, and let A′ be their index-set. We shall further assume
that during the cycle, for each h∈A′, the hth cut remains unblocked. The level of a
cut c′ ∈A′ is the distance of c′ from a front cut of A′, that is, the largest number of
edges in a path from c′ to a front cut in the cut-tree.
UNIT CYCLE
begin
while there is some h∈A′ such that RDC(c′h)=L do
select a lowest-level h∈A′ such that RDC(c′h)=L ;
while h∈A′ do
down-shift c′h by 1 unit ;
h := FATHER(h) ;
endwhile
endwhile
end
A sequence of consecutive down-shifts in the tree T ′ is said to be admissible if at
each iteration the cut that is chosen to be down-shifted is active. Hence an admissible
sequence can always be interpreted as a sequence of consecutive down-shifts in the
discretized shifting algorithm.
A collective down-shift is a transformation from a labelled p-partition P1 of T to
a labelled p-partition P2 of T such that, for each k =1; : : : ; p − 1, the kth cut of P2
is a down-shift of the kth cut of P1. Let A1 and A2 be the set of cuts of P1 and
P2, respectively. We shall say that a collective down-shift can be simulated if there
exists an admissible sequence of consecutive down-shifts that transforms 2(A1) into
2(A2). Examples of collective down-shifts are the jumps and the concurrent slides that
take place in jumping and sliding stages, respectively. We shall show that both can be
simulated.
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The proof of correctness of the continuous shifting algorithm, although conceptually
simple, is rather technical and it requires several lemmas. For convenience, we give
here a preview of the main steps of the proof.
(Preview) Proof.
1. If all edge-lengths are integers, then the partition obtained at the end of each stage
by the continuous shifting algorithm is such that all its cuts belong to Xp! (Lemmas
5.1 and 5.2). This provides the ground for simulation, since any such partition has
a corresponding partition in T ′.
2. Lemma 5.3 establishes a fundamental relation between rdc(ck) and RDC(2(ck)):
k =1; : : : ; p− 1.
3. Lemma 5.4 shows that active cuts in T ′ correspond to active cuts in T under certain
conditions.
4. Lemmas 5.5 and 5.6 pinpoint certain useful properties of unit cycles.
5. Lemma 5.7 shows the invariance of the index-set of the active cuts during any
sliding stage, with the possible exception of its end.
6. Lemmas 5.8 and 5.9 imply that sliding and jumping stages can be simulated by a
sequence of consecutive unit cycles and down-shifts of the Hrst kind, respectively,
in the discretized algorithm.
7. Lemma 5.10 states that when the continuous shifting algorithm stops, the discretized
algorithm does so as well.
Lemma 5.1. If c1; : : : ; cp−1 belong to Xp! and are the cuts of a p-partition of T and
if in addition all edge-lengths are integers; one has
rdc(ck) ∈ Xp!; k = 1; : : : ; p− 1:
Proof. Let P be the p-partition deHned by the cuts c1; : : : ; cp−1. Since these belong to
Xp! and since all edge-lengths are integers, all segments of P have their length in Xp!.
It follows that, for each k =1; : : : ; p − 1, the value of rdc(ck), being the sum of the
lengths of a Hnite number of segments, also belongs to Xp!.
Lemma 5.2. If all edge-lengths are integers; then the partition obtained at the end
of each stage of the continuous shifting algorithm has the property that all its cuts
belong to Xp!.
Proof. By induction on the number v of stages. At the beginning of the algorithm, the
initial partition obviously has the required property. Assume that such property holds
true at the beginning of stage v¿1: If the stage is a jumping one, then the property
remains true immediately after the jump. If the stage is a sliding one then in view of
Lemma 5.1 and of Proposition 2:1 the bottlenecks b1; b2; b3; b4 belong to Xp!. Hence
also the bottleneck b belongs to Xp!. By the inductive hypothesis, at the beginning of
stage v the cuts of the current partition belong to Xp!. Since each active cut is made to
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slide by an integral multiple of b it follows that also the cuts of the partition obtained
after sliding stage (and hence also at the beginning of stage v+1) must belong to Xp!.
Lemma 5.3. If c1; : : : ; cp−1 belong to Xp! and are the cuts of a p-partition of T and
if c′1 = 2(c1); : : : ; c
′
p−1 = 2(cp−1) are the corresponding cuts in T
′; then one has
RDC(c′h) =p! rdc(ch); ch blocked
=p! rdc(ch)− 1; ch unblocked:
Proof. The Lemma easily follows from Lemma 3.5 and from the deHnition of the
function rdc(c). (Recall that for an unblocked cut c in T , the resulting down-component
rdc(c) is the same as its down-component; while its corresponding cut c′ in T ′ has
resulting down-component obtained by shifting its cut down 1 unit.)
Lemma 5.4. Under the hypotheses of Lemma 5:3;
(a) If there is some blocked active cut in T; then ch is a blocked active cut in T i<
c′h is a blocked active cut in T
′.
(b) If all active cuts in T are unblocked; then ch is an unblocked active cut in T i<
c′h is an unblocked active cut in T
′.
(c) If all active cuts in T are unblocked; and there is no blocked cut ck such that
rdc(ck)=LARGEST − 1=p!; then one has
ACTIVE= 2(active); PASSIVE= 2(passive); NEUTRAL= 2(neutral).
Proof. (a) ch is blocked i3 c′h is blocked. If ch ∈ active, then rdc(ch)¿rdc(ck); k =1;
: : : ; p− 1. If ch is active and blocked, then by Lemma 5.3 one has
RDC(c′h) = p!rdc(ch)¿ p!rdc(ck)¿ RDC(c
′
k):
Hence c′h is active. Conversely, if RDC(c
′
h)=p!rdc(ch)¡p!rdc(cj)=RDC(c
′
j), a con-
tradiction.
(b) Assume that all active cuts in T are unblocked, and let ch ∈ active. Let us show
that c′h ∈ ACTIVE. Let ck be an arbitrary cut in T , and let c′k = 2(ck). If ck ∈ active,
then ck is unblocked and therefore
RDC(c′h) = p!rdc(ch)− 1 = p!rdc(ck)− 1 = RDC(c′k):
On the other hand, if ck =∈ active then rdc(ch)¿rdc(ck). By Lemma 5.3 one must have
rdc(ch)¿rdc(ck) + 1=p!.
It follows that
RDC(c′h) = p!rdc(ch)− 1¿ p!
(
rdc(ck) +
1
p!
)
− 1 = p!rdc(ck)¿ RDC(c′k):
Hence c′h ∈ ACTIVE. Moreover, c′h must be unblocked since ch is such.
(c) From (b) one has 2(active)⊆ ACTIVE.
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Under the assumptions of (c), for any ck =∈ active, one has rdc(ck)6LARGEST −
(2=p!). Hence if ch is any active cut, RDC(c′k)6p!(LARGEST−(2=p!))=p!rdc(ch)−
2¡RDC(ch).It follows that 2(passive∪ neutral)⊆PASSIVE∪NEUTRAL, which im-
plies that 2(active)⊇ACTIVE. Thus 2(active)=ACTIVE. Since the notions of passive
and neutral cut depend only on the notions of active cut and on the cut-tree, and since
the latter is invariant under 2 after Lemma 3.5, one must also have 2(passive)=PASS-
IVE and 2(neutral)=NEUTRAL.
Lemma 5.5. If throughout a unit cycle all cuts c′h; h∈A′ are unblocked and if initially
their resulting down-component has weight L¿1 then
(a) throughout the execution of the unit cycle; when a cut is chosen to be down-shifted
the weight of its resulting down-component is either L or L+ 1.
(b) at the end of the unit cycle; for each h∈A′ one has RDC(c′h)=L− 1.
Proof. (a) Right after the beginning of the inner while, a cut c′h such that RDC(c
′
h)=L
is down-shifted: this causes RDC(c′m), where c
′
m is the father of c
′
h, to become equal to
L+1. At each subsequent iteration of the inner while a cut c′k such that RDC(c
′
k)=L+1
is down-shifted, causing the length of the resulting down-component of the father of
c′k to become L+ 1.
(b) The outer while is repeated until all cuts c′h (h∈A′) for which RDC(c′h)=L
have been down-shifted. Since these cuts remain unblocked throughout the unit-cycle,
at the end of the outer while the length of their resulting down-component must be
L− 1.
Lemma 5.6. During a unit cycle; each cut c′h; h∈A′; is down-shifted a number of
times equal to its speed.
Proof. Each front cut is down-shifted exactly once and its speed is 1. Any other cut
is down-shifted every time any of its sons has been down-shifted. This implies the
lemma.
Let P be the p-partition at the beginning of a given sliding stage, let c1; : : : ; cp−1 be
its cuts, let LARGEST be the largest length of a resulting down-component of a cut
of P, and let A be the index-set of the active cuts.
For any t, 06t6b, let P(t) be the partition obtained from P after each cut ch; h∈A,
is made to slide by t · sch . Let c1(t); : : : ; cp−1(t) be the cuts of P(t).
Lemma 5.7. For each 06t¡b; the index-set of the active cuts of P(t) remains equal
to A; and all these active cuts remain unblocked.
Proof. For each 06t¡b and for each h∈A one has rdc(ch(t))=LARGEST− t (see
Proof of Prop. 2:1).
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From the deHnition of the bottleneck b, it follows that for each 06t¡b and for
each h∈A, all cuts ch are unblocked, and
LARGEST− t ¿ rdc(ck(t)); k =∈ A:
Hence the Lemma follows.
Lemma 5.8. During any given sliding stage for each 06t¡b such that t ∈Xp!; the
collective slide from P(t) to P(t + 1=p!) can be simulated.
Proof. If P is the p-partition at the beginning of the sliding stage, then by Lemma 5.2,
all its cuts c1; : : : ; cp−1 belong to Xp!. Since, for each h∈A, ch(t) is obtained from ch
through a down-shift by t · speed(ch)∈Xp!. By Lemma 5.7, all active cuts of P(t) are
unblocked and they are precisely the cuts ch(t); h∈A. All these cuts have a resulting
down-component with length LARGEST− t. Since all cuts of P(t) belong to Xp!, there
is a corresponding partition P′=P′(t) whose cuts are c′1 = 2(c1(t)); : : : ; c
′
p−1 = 2(cp−1
(t)). By Lemma 5.4 (b) all cuts c′h; h∈A′, are active and unblocked. Thus, if L=
max{RDC(c′k): k =1; : : : ; p− 1}, by Lemma 5.3, one must have L=p!(LARGEST−
t)− 1.
Claim. For each k =∈A; if c′′k = 2(ck(t+(1=p!))); then one has RDC(c′′k )6L. We shall
@rst prove the Claim under the following hypothesis.
(H): In the partition P(t + (1=p!)) all cuts ch(t + (1=p!)); h∈A, remain active and
unblocked.
Under this assumption, one must have, for all h∈A; k =∈A; rdc(ck(t+(1=p!)))6rdc
(ch(t + (1=p!)))=LARGEST− t − (1=p!).
Hence, taking into account Lemma 5.3,
RDC(c′′k )6 p! rdc
(
ck
(
t +
1
p!
))
= p!(LARGEST− t)− 1 = L:
Notice that H certainly holds for all 06t¡b − (1=p!), in view of Lemma 5.7.
Furthermore, H is also satisHed for t= b − (1=p!) when the sliding stage is not of
type 1.
Hence the only remaining case is when t= b − 1=p! and the sliding stage is of
type 1.
In this case, by the deHnition of bottleneck one has
LARGEST− b¿ rdc(ck(b)); ∀k =∈ A:
Hence, for k =∈A, one has
RDC(c′k)6 p! rdc(ck(b))6 p!
(
LARGEST−
(
b− 1
p!
))
− 1 = L:
Thus the Claim is proved.
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Next, consider a unit cycle with starting partition P′. Taking into account Lemma 5.6,
one sees that the partition of T ′ obtained at the end of the unit cycle actually coincides
with the partition P′′ whose cuts are c′′1 ; : : : ; c
′′
p−1. Notice that throughout the unit cycle
the kth cut, for k =∈A, is never down-shifted. Hence the weight of its resulting down-
component is non-decreasing during the cycle, and since it does not exceed L at the end,
it remains 6L throughout the cycle. Now, observe that by Lemma 5.5(a) every time a
cut is chosen to be down-shifted the weight of its resulting down-component is either L
or L+1. Therefore, the down-shifts of the unit cycle form an admissible sequence that
transforms {2(c1(t)); : : : ; 2(cp−1(t))} into {2(c1(t + (1=p!))); : : : 2(cp−1(t + (1=p!)))}.
Lemma 5.9. Every jump can be simulated.
Proof. When a blocked cut jumps from head(e) to tail(g∗), where g∗ ∈ Son(e) and
h(g∗)= max{h(g): g∈ Son(e)}, its image in T ′ is down-shifted from edge 2(head(e))
to edge 2(tail(g∗)). In view of Lemma 3.5, for each g∈Son(e) the weight of the
down-component of 2(tail(g)) is equal to p!h(g). The Lemma easily follows.
Lemma 5.10. When the continuous shifting algorithm stops; the discretized shifting
algorithm also does.
Proof. The continuous shifting algorithm stops whenever for some partition P one of
the two following conditions holds:
(i) LARGEST¡SHORTEST
(ii) all active cuts are unblocked and LARGEST=SHORTEST. (that is, b4 = 0)
In either case, let L be the largest weight of a resulting down-component of a cut in
the corresponding partition P′ of T ′ and let Wmin be the smallest weight of a component
P′ of T ′. By Lemma 5.3 one has:
in case (i)
L6 p!LARGEST ¡ p!SHORTEST = Wmin
and in case (ii),
L = p!LARGEST − 1 = p!SHORTEST − 1 ¡ p!SHORTEST = Wmin :
In both cases the discretized shifting algorithm stops, since the stopping condition
L¡Wmin is satisHed.
Theorem 5.11. The continuous shifting algorithm is correct.
Proof. By Lemma 5.9 each jumping stage can be simulated. Each sliding stage can
therefore also be simulated, since it can be thought of as a sequence of p!b consecutive
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collective slides
P = P(0)→ P
(
1
p!
)
→ P
(
2
p!
)
→ : : :→ P
(
b− 1
p!
)
→ P(b);
each of which can be simulated, in view of Lemma 5.8.
By Lemma 5.10 when the continuous shifting algorithm stops then the discretized
shifting algorithm stops as well.
Hence a run of the continuous shifting algorithm can be simulated by a run of
the discretized shifting algorithm. If P and P′′ are the Hnal partitions generated by
the continuous and the discretized algorithm, respectively, then the cuts of P′ are the
images under 2 of the cuts of P. Since P′ is optimal, P must also be optimal by
Lemma 3.5.
6. Complexity of the continuous shifting algorithm
We shall prove that the time-complexity of the continuous shifting algorithm is
O(n2p2 + np3).
A sliding stage is said to be of type i if it ends with an event of type i, that
is, if b= bi (i=1; : : : ; 4). A sliding stage is hybrid if two or more among the four
bottlenecks coincide, that is, if the stage is of more than one type.
Theorem 6.1. The continuous shifting algorithm runs in O(n2p2 + np3) time.
Proof. We shall Hrst establish a polynomial upper bound on the number of stages.
Claim 1. The total number of jumping stages is at most (n− 1)(p− 1).
Proof. Each jumping stage consists of a single jump. Since all cuts move down, no
cut ever jumps over a joint more than once. Furthermore, no cut jumps over any leaf
other than root. It follows that the total number of jumps (or equivalently, of jumping
stages) never exceeds (n− 1)(p− 1).
Claim 2. The total number of sliding stages is at most (n− 1)(p− 1)(2p− 1) + 1.
Proof. Let us assume for the moment that there is no hybrid stage.
When an active cut becomes blocked, before getting blocked again it must jump
over some joint. Then, in view of CLAIM 1, the number of stages of type 1 is at
most (n− 1)(p− 1). Next, observe that a stage of type 2 or 3 always results in a unit
increase of the number of active cuts (all the cuts that were active at the beginning of
any such stage remain active at the end of the stage). As a consequence, any stage of
type 2 or 3 is followed by at most p− 2 stages of these two types: afterwards, either
a jump or a stage of type 1 or 4 must necessarily take place. Therefore, the number
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Table 1. Complexity of the continuous shifting algorithma
Complexity of single stage
Computation Order of complexity
Initialization O(1)
Active O(p)
Fleets O(p)
Passive, neutral O(p)
jump(c), ∀ blocked active c Overall O(n)
speed (c), ∀c∈ Active Overall O(p)
b1 O(p)
MAXNEUTR O(p)
b2; b2 O(1)
AS Dc; Sc; ∀ unblocked passive c Overall O(p)
ASc(g); Sc(g); ∀ blocked passive c; ∀g∈ Son(edge(c)) Overall O(n)
@c, ∀c∈ Passive Overall O(p)
b3 O(p)
b O(1)
Sliding O(p)
Cut-tree O(n)
h(e); e∈E Overall O(n)
DC(i), ∀i Overall O(p)
RD(i), ∀i Overall O(n)
LARGEST, TOPCOMP, SHORTEST O(p)
Overall complexity of a single stage O(n + p)
No. of stages O(np2)
Overall complexity of the algorithm O(n2p2 + np3)
a(n=no: of nodes; p=no: of components = no: of cuts + 1).
of stages of type 2 or 3 is bounded above by 2(n − 1)(p − 1)2. Finally, there is at
most one stage of type 4, since right after it the algorithm halts.
The above bounds hold a fortiori if some sliding stage is hybrid. Thus the total
number of sliding stages is at most (n−1)(p−1)+2(n−1)(p−1)2+1= (n−1)(p−1)
(2p− 1) + 1.
Next, we analyze the complexity of any single stage. Our estimate is based on a
somewhat crude implementation of the algorithm (in particular, we assume that all
relevant values are computed from scratch in each stage, instead of being updated
from the previous stage). Thus, it is not unlikely that a better bound can be achieved.
On the other hand, our primary purpose here is to establish the polynomial complexity
of the algorithm rather than looking after the details of an e2cient implementation.
Table 1 below summarizes the order of complexity of the di3erent computations
required by the algorithm. It turns out that the running time of the continuous shifting
algorithm is O(n2p2 + np3). Hence the algorithm is strongly polynomial.
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